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! EXTRA !
		

For most species life, itself, is the gift, the game and the prize and its daily imperatives
are shared peacefully except when reordered by the demands of food, territory and procreation. Man
introduced the new element of knowledge which included concepts of technology, wealth, rational thought,
power, science, philosophy, language and other capabilities provided by our enlarging brain.
		
One early such exercise was the combining of individuals into groups to multiply their force,
whether to defend themselves or to attack others. This is the root of the political power that originated
at tribal levels and is now globally practiced. It can be expressed in various ways ––– through diplomacy,
religion, trade, warfare and genetics ––– but usually is under the control of an individual such as a
president, king, general, emperor, or cleric who comes to office by election, appointment, inheritance or
public acclaim.
		
In our American democracy we conceived a new way of government and a political process to
support it and enable its continuation. While our system has mostly worked well and has managed to get us
through some very difficult times, our present election could do great damage to our already weakened,
divided and corrupted government.
		
It has all the trappings of a contest over political power and, indeed, it will have
extraordinary political consequences, but it is an election devoid of political issues. For, despite the many
serious issues facing our nation, there is no detailed discussion of them or specific proposals for resolving
them. Instead they are relegated to the “back burner” and what fuels this campaign is the candidates’ quests
for personal power.
		
The characters of both are seriously flawed, and in our opinion neither can be expected
to provide the quality of leadership that America so desperately needs. For Trump, the personal power
of this campaign supports and complements his narcissism , whereas for Clinton it seems to be a prize
that compensates for the unrealized ambitions of her political career and, perhaps, her childhood. Each
endlessly accuses the other of being “unfit” to serve as President, and in our opinion both are right. We
may well wish for greater political engagement along Republican/Democrat or Liberal/Conservative lines,
but it has been abandoned in favor of jugular personal attacks.
		
Trump has been widely criticized for crude sexual behavior and comments and Clinton for
lying and abusing her office and, although these qualities are certainly regrettable, they have not acted
as a bar to White house occupancy in the past. We view the choice as a very poor one dominated mostly by
negatives with one important exception ––– Trump’s determination to break the grip of the status quo/
bureaucracy on our government and courts and return a measure of government to the people.
		
This will not be easy. We have dug a very deep hole for ourselves. We have an educational
system that has both lowered its standards and lost its identity. This has allowed our youth to become
hostage to the money/drug/sex/glitz/sports/celebrity culture of our mainstream media.
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Our infrastructure is failing; our Nation’s immigration system has been converted to
serve special interests; our debt is out of control; our health care system is becoming more expensive;
our foreign policy is in shambles; and more. There is much work ahead if we want to solve our country’s
problems which can only be done by a responsive and determined presence in DC –––– in all three branches
of our government ! We do not think Hillary Clinton will serve as an agent of change. We think Trump will
try, but the task is enormous and the outcome, given our divided state, is uncertain at best. The plain truth
is that our process and structure of government have been so compromised that to repair them will require
a very long and powerful cooperative effort, perhaps something on the scale of WW II’s War Production
Board or Manhattan Project.
		
We are hemorrhaging money, often spending our nation’s wealth on projects or causes from
which there is no chance of a return; and decency is no longer expected or honored in the conduct of our
government where our traditional idealism, including our commitment to our Constitution, has given way to
the values of political privilege.
		
To repeat: Repairing the structure and operating systems of our government will entail
a massive and prolonged cooperative effort which at some point will have to coalesce around a central
figure’s or group’s leadership. What can Campaign 2016 contribute to such a course ? Probably nothing
specific, as neither candidate has identified government overhaul as a national priority on the scale
we have cited. Trump, however, has stated that change is necessary and that he is willing to take on the
special interests that have increasingly come to control the methods and results of our political system.
Clinton has not addressed the matter of governmental change, but instead has promised a continuation
of the Obama policies. We do not believe that Trump can offer the kind of leadership required to launch
a major restoration of efficient, transparent and ethical government, but, if he were able to make just a
few corrections that could point us in that direction and have the strength to survive into a succeeding
administration, Campaign 2016 could partially redeem itself.
  
Note: In the pre-mainstream media days of newspaper news coverage, important stories were covered by
“extra” editions which were loudly announced on the street by cries of “EXTRA ! EXTRA !
Read All About It”.
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